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Hey there!

I started upcycling in 2018 & have never looked
back! I have spent the past few years improving

& perfecting my craft. Along the way I have
learnt what works best BUT also what

definitely does not!

My name is Teleasha & I am the
artist behind State Of Pine Furniture

Here's 5 things 
I wish I knew 

before I started
upcyling furniture...
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1. Invest in the right
brush (for you)

It is true what they say about buying a good
quality paint brush (preferably one with

synthetic bristles.) But what I don't hear is that
not everyone will find the same style brush best
for them. I could give you a list of my favourite

brushes but that may not be helpful to YOU!
 

When you're two hours in & painting a massive
cabinet, you want to have the right brush for
your hand. I am not kidding when I say the

large chunky brushes with heavy wooden
handles cause my hand to cramp after 10

minutes. And my hands are too big for the palm
brushes so that style feels awkward too. 

 
I encourage you to find your local furniture

paint specialty store & go and hold all the
different brushes to see which suits you best!



2. Spray Mist Bottles
Are Essential

I wish I knew how ESSENTIAL a spray mist
bottle is to creating a flawless, streak-free

finish! While most paints are self-levelling, a
light mist of water before or during painting

goes along way to help prevent brush strokes in
the first place. 

 
A spray mist bottle is also a necessity if blending
paint! Plus I love adding water to layer differnt

colours on top of one another. A spray mist
bottle is truly a versatile tool to have in an

upcycler's tool kit.

Add your 
favourite furniture

cleaner to a spray bottle
with water so you

always have cleaner
ready to go

HotTip
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3.
I predominantly work with 2 types of paint; 

 Chalk Mineral Paint & Mineral Paint. And while
I won't go into all the different brands, I will
explain the different types of paint & how I
work out which type is right for my project.

 
As a general rule, I use Mineral Paint for a

clean, flat finish & Chalk Mineral Paint for a
textured, distressed finish. I wish someone
would have suggested this as a guide when I

first started painting! I was so disheartened my
first time blending & couldn't work out what I

was doing wrong! I was using Mineral Paint & it
was not user-friendly for a beginner. While I
can blend Mineral Paint now, I much prefer
blending Chalk Mineral Paint as it is easily

reactivated with water & does not dry as fast!

Unsure 
of what colours to

try first? Buy primary
colours red, blue &

yellow plus white to
create your own 

shades!

HotTip

Choosing
Paint



4.
Perhaps you are better informed than me at the

start, but I thought you HAD to use wax to
protect your paint work. I dont enjoy applying
sticky wax with a rag & then needing to buff it

out. It just isn't for me! And as it turns out,
there are many more (& easier) options for

protecting your painted furniture.
 

Enter; Clear Coat! Depending on what brand
you use as to what it's called (it could be called

Top Coat), it's a WATER-BASED sealer that
adds durability to your finish. And because its

water-based it's an easy product that can be
applied with a damp brush or sponge. Clear

Coat comes in a variety of finishes. My all-time
favourite finish is Satin, & its lovely soft sheen!

 
 

No Need 
For Wax



5. Cordless Sander =
Game Changer

This may be an unexpected "thing I wish I knew
sooner". But believe me when I say a cordless

sander was a game-changer for me! 
 

When you're a beginner upcycler & you're sort
of working out of your garage or living room
like me, it is SO much easier having cordless,

portable power tools. And if you haven't already
worked it out yet, you're going to spend ALOT of

time sanding timber! I have cleaned up too
much saw dust in my time to be sanding in my

home or garage! 
 
 



5 THINGS
I hope you found 

I wish I knew 
helpful!

I would love to connect with you!
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